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Talis Enterprise
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125 km (sub-orbital)

Arturo Vittori
Italian architect and designer, is a founder of the
research and design studio Architecture and Vision.
After graduating from the Faculty of Architecture
at the University of Florence, he gained experiences
collaborating with architects such as Santiago Calatrava
and Jean Nouvel. From 2002 to 2004 he was Manager of
Cabin Design at Airbus, in Toulouse (France), taking part in
the cabin design for the first A380 aircraft; from 2004 to
2006 he worked with Future Systems, collaborating with
Anish Kapoor in the design of the Monte Sant’Angelo
subway station in Naples, (Italy), while in 2006 he
practiced yacht design at the London-based studio Francis
Design. Vittori has been teaching Industrial Design, at the
First Faculty of Architecture “L. Quaroni,“ University of
Rome La Sapienza, and he teaches a graduate course in
Product Design at the Faculty of Arts and Design at the
University Iuav of Venice. He is a member of the Order of
Architects of Viterbo Province, and the AIAA.

LEFT (87)
Artist’s impression of Talis Enterprise
MIDDLE (88)
Artist’s impression of the cabin interior of Talis
Enterprise
RIGHT (89)
Talis Enterprise interior during microgravity
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Andreas Vogler
Swiss architect and designer, is a founder of the research and
design studio Architecture and Vision. He graduated from the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich in 1994. He then
collaborated with Richard Horden in London, later becoming
his teaching and research assistant at the Technical University
of Munich, where he taught semester courses in aerospace
architecture and micro architecture. In 1998 he started his
own practice in Munich, working on several architectural
competitions. He was a guest professor at The Royal Academy
of Fine Arts Copenhagen in 2003-2005, where he did research
in prefabricated buildings and in 2005-2006, he participated
in the Concept House research group at the Delft University of
Technology. Vogler has been teaching and lecturing at Hong
Kong University, La Sapienza University Rome, ETH Zurich, IUAV
Venice and other international universities on Industrial Design
and Architecture. He is a member of the Bavarian Chamber of
Architects (ByAK), the Deutscher Werkbund, and the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (hereinafter AIAA).

Talis Enterprise

Architecture and Vision - the team founded

competence in aerospace design, has contributed to

for several minutes. Architecture and Vision is the design

and colors will be studied for the maximum comfort,

by the Italian architect Arturo Vittori and the Swiss

the project by developing the interior of the cabin that

partner currently working on the cabin interior. “The

both psychological and physical, and wide windows

architect Andreas Vogler - are partners for the interior

will host the passengers. Starting in 2013, the flights

interior for our spaceship is of elementary significance.

will allow the enjoyment of the uncomparable view

design of Project Enterprise, the first privately-funded

will reach an altitude of 125 km, where passengers

This is because we are not flying trained astronauts for

of the planet,” explains Andreas Vogler. “The hope

Space program in Europe that will realize the dream of

will experience weightlessness for several minutes. The

scientific missions into space, but people like you and

of Architecture and Vision is that the passengers will

sub-orbital flight. Vittori and Vogler already attracted

Project Enterprise, by the Swiss-German group Talis

me who are living their dream,” says Peer Gehrmann,

come back enriched with a new sensitivity towards our

attention in the past by their designs of a Moon

Enterprise, is the first privately-funded Space Tourism

founder and CEO of Talis Enterprise. “Zero gravity

‘Spaceship Earth’. Here he is making reference to the

station, a Mars rover and first and business class cabins

program in Europe: begun in 2004, and already tested

means a totally different perception from that which

sensitivity that Yuri Gagarin first reported to all of us:

for the Star Alliance airline “Asiana”. Recently they

in flight simulations, it will take tourists into sub-orbital

we are accustomed to on Earth: for instance, there is

‘Circling the Earth in the orbital spaceship I marveled

presented the first concepts of the interior design of the

space from Germany by 2013. Specialist companies in

nothing like a ceiling, a floor or walls; you only have

at the beauty of our planet. People of the world, let us

“Enterprise” to the public. The architecture and design

rocket technology and a team of experienced engineers

equal surfaces. For Talis Enterprise, our objective is to

safeguard and enhance this beauty - not destroy it’,”

team Architecture and Vision, with their wide range of

are developing the aircraft, which will take passengers

develop an interior design that favors and enhances a

adds Arturo Vittori.

experiences in various fields coupled with their specific

to sub-orbit, where they will experience weightlessness

pleasant experience. Materials, finishes, surfaces, lights
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Talis Enterprise in flight (90)

